GILBERT'S BIRTH IS COMMENORATED AT "PATIENCE" OFFERING

VETERAN MEMBERS OF CAST

Veteran Members of Cast Receive Recognition of Work

The Gilbert and Sullivan society of the University commemorated the 90th anniversary of the birth of Sir William Gilbert, with the production of the light opera "Patience," in Murkland auditorium, Wednesday and Thursday evenings. In a customary suitor style, Mr. Charles W. Martin, portrayed by Edward Furnans, an idyllic part, played by Ernest Furnans, is the story of the operetta.

Students in Production

For the cast and the production of students, with the exception of theHelen Chapin Fund, in which the proceeds will be integrated, Ernest Furnans, has been selected in a banquet of recognition in appreciation of his part. Mr. Hodson, president of the University, was a guest in attendance.

Cast Members Honored

At the final curtain, Mrs. George White, co-director of the opera with Prof. Robert Martin, was presented a banquet of appreciation in recognition of his part. Mr. Hodson, president of the University, was a guest in attendance.

Students in Production

Silver keys were awarded to Ernest Furnans, who had included Shakespeare, Shaw, Barrie, and Milne, but not until last March did the 90th anniversary of Gilbert's birth and as a recognition of the newly formed Gilbert and Sullivan society, was made.

COMMISSIONED AT UNIVERSITY

Major Murgatroyd, and Mr. McIntire. The club has practically decided to buy a new type of trophy. The club President, Mr. W. C. Hennessy, who coaches the Rugby team, has been steadily rehearsing. The play is difficult and every person is working hard to preserve the prestige of the club and the university. Graduation received many new players but the forthcoming production should introduce a new of members in the cast.

The dates of production are December 9, 10, 11, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings. Seats will go on sale at the town agencies about the second of December.

BLUE CIRCLE OFFERS NEW SELECTION PLAN

It was announced at the last Outing club meeting that a new system of selecting Blue Circle members had been adopted. Each outing club leader is to receive a list of points for each trip and take for the services he renders. At the end of the year candidates with the most points will be selected for Blue Circle membership.

HONORARY COLONEL NOMINATES

Phyllis Dale

Eliza Hersey

RECORD NUMBER OF REPORTS SENT OUT

As the warnings this year went to those receiving marks below 70 instead of 60 as last year, a record total of warnings has been sent out. A summary of the mid-quarter report from the Registrar's office shows that 283 men and 244 women or a total of 527 students received one or more grades below 70. A total of 2107 grades below seventy were reported to the Registrar's office.

GRANITE NOTICE

Specifications for the new "Granite" have been issued to the printing contractors and several bids have been received. All material must be in the "Granite" office not later than Saturday, December 13. The office will be open Friday from 7 P.M. to 10 P.M. and Saturday from 2 P.M. to 4 P.M. for all those who wish to bring in additional glossy prints or order from the pictures. Class activity sheets must be mailed in Friday or Saturday. Additional copies of ballots may be obtained by all who wish.

Show Your Appreciation

To MOTHER — for a good Thanksgiving Dinner. Take home a box of our Delicious Chocolates.

COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.

Two Room may be engaged for private parties — QUALITY FOOD — SMART SERVICE — GOOD MUSIC.
RUSHING

The first season of fraternity rushing in this school is now possible to evaluate in some degree the merits which a system inaugurated this year.

The new system is probably not ideal but in two other houses, as in reality admitting Rushing systems appears to have been avoided in Ballard Hall.

In the rush of Tuesday night, the top 70 per cent deadlocked on warnings, the extent to which a protracted rushing schedule might be capable of the unprecedented number of warnings which were given out.

If the new rushing plan did not prove ideal, it is probably the fault of the system which appears to have been created. And in this case it seems to be the case that a plurality of fraternity systems can never be probably several years before a satisfactory system of fraternity rushing can be devised.

TO THE EDITOR

The Editor:

Acquaintances and acquaintances with regard to rushing procedure are supposed to make a fraternity rusher's life a little easier and more satisfactory for his own personal reasons. However, it is a question in which case it has been an advantage to the rusher, but in which cases it has been a disadvantage to the rusher.

The initial successes of the rushers did not seem to be more distant or effective than the first rush success of the rushers. It will be several years before a satisfactory system of fraternity rushing can be devised.

The initial successes of the rushers did not seem to be more distant or effective than the first rush success of the rushers. It will be several years before a satisfactory system of fraternity rushing can be devised.

The initial successes of the rushers did not seem to be more distant or effective than the first rush success of the rushers. It will be several years before a satisfactory system of fraternity rushing can be devised.
SIXTY-FIVE SKIERS REPORT TO BLOOD

KAPPA SIGS AND LAMBDIA CHI TIE

Kappa Sigma and Lambda Chi Alpha played a cold weather football game on Wednesday afternoon in the second on the final game of the interscholastic football tournament for campus championship. As the first game between Kappa Sigma and Sigma Beta was also a tie, the three games originally scheduled are still left to be played.

The summary:
Kappa Sigma: 0, Lambda Chi Alpha: 0

The temples of Mr. Pigkins, grasping rapidly throughout the country, have turned up a fight in the open on this campus for this season, and although he may be somewhat precociously, he did turn white gracefully.

By John J. Finn

Handling Kittens, Hockey Squads

Paul Horne and Ed Preble doubled for a pair of playmates on the offensive and on defense.

During the past week, each followed by
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A succession of unusually large storms, originating in the Gulf of Alaska, has moved eastward across northern Canada during the past week, each followed by a fresh outburst of cold, polar air. The current one of these storms is at present centered over northern Labrador, moving eastward, and cold, modified polar air is flowing across New England toward its center.

Another, equally large storm is cen-

tered over mid-western Canada, moving southward, while still another one is developing in the Gulf of Alaska. A fresh mass of cold, polar continental air has moved southward from the Mackenzie River Valley. Little rain will probably fall from these storms as their centers will pass too far north of Durham, but following the passage of one storm, the weather will edge into Durban.

For rain and residence: Mostly cloudy and warmer tonight. Gentle southerly winds.

Christmas, passed quietly, with some rain during the morning. Clearing by mid-afternoon and the mercury rising 5° to 10°. Southward, shifting to northeast winds.
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PART 2

Our Daily Acquaintance Become Highly

The following members have been i

into Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternit

by this fall. Philip Richard Hase

and Ernest Morling. Arvi Wannan

of Junior Hydrant in the U. S. Geologic Survey, in Alba

VETENIAN BLINDS

for the Modern Home

Cost no more than the shadles and
glass curtains they replace.

E. Morrill Furniture Co.

309 Third St., Dover, N. H.

$998

BIGGEST RADIO SCROPP IN HISTORICAL MANTS

$20 VALUE 5-TUBE A.C. MANTEL

Superheterodyne! Lighted dial! Gets distance; some police calls! Smooth, powerful dynamic speaker! Good looking, real wood cabinet! Approved by Fire Underwriters! It's the perfect "second radio!" 

VISIT THE RUTH LEE SANDWICH SHOPPE at Newmarket

for Excellent Food at prices that

surpass the meet the allowance.

NEW MODERN DIFFER.

RUTH LEE